
Revelation 8 PART 2 

 

((Rev 8:1-13)) 

I.   Preliminary Considerations 

-The seventh seal contains (or unleashes) seven angels sounding seven trumpets and the events they 

represent. (1-2, 6). 

-The fact that this chapter begins with the breaking of the seventh (and final) seal indicates to us that 

the events represented in the sounding of the trumpets are to be seen in immediate historical sequence 

to the events found in chapters 6 and 7 (the breaking of the seals and interlude). 

-The seven trumpets are concerned (again) w/ the Jews/Jerusalem (8:2-6—where they prepare to sound 

them trumpets is in the same place the fire in the censer is thrown—“the earth” (th.n gh/n) (lit.) 

the land---i.e. Israel/the land of the Jews. 

-The seven angels w/ the sounding trumpets represent the same events as the seven angels w/the seven 

bowls of wrath and are therefore parallel accounts
1
.  

Compare= (2
nd

: sea) 8:8-9 w/16:3; (3
rd

: rivers/springs) 8:10 w/16:4-7 (consider how these words also 

connect this to the Jews based on what we have already seen!—see again 19:1-2); (6
th

: armies over the 

Euphrates) 8:13-16 w/ 16:12.   

1
Though not all that is communicated between the events of the trumpets and bowls is exactly the same, it is not necessary to 

establish them as parallel accounts (ex. The Gospels).  In respect to parallel accounts, only contradictions (sequential or 

otherwise) create a problem.  And in this respect, none seem to exist.        

-The seven angels and sounding trumpets therefore represent the completion of God’s wrath (begun in 

the breaking of the 1
st

 seal).  (15:1)   

-(In light of the previous considerations), the events represented in the seven trumpets =The last five 

months of the Jewish War and final siege of Jerusalem (APR/70AD – SEPT/70AD). 

-Where this places Titus and his Roman armies = Directly upon the walls of Jerusalem, no longer 

allowing anyone to come out of the city to freedom (or even slavery or death) but instead holding her 

remaining residents captive inside, while at the same time bombarding her through Roman heavy 

weaponry, machinery and ramps.  

 



II.  Contextual Interpretation 

CHAPTERS 8 THROUGH 11 REPRESENT THE EVENTS SURROUNDING THE FINAL FIVE MONTH SIEGE OF 

JERSUSALEM BY THE ROMANS LEADING TO HER COMPLETE DESTRUCTION IN SEPTEMBER OF 70 AD. 

Scriptural support: 

-(8:8 w/ Mat 21:18-21, Jer 51:25, 42; 9:10; 9:13-14; 10:7 w/Mat 24:2,14, Col 1:6, 23; 11:1-2,8; 11:18 

w/6:9-11, Luk 18:1-7) 

 “Titus began the (final) siege of Jerusalem in April of 70.  The defenders held out desperately for five 

months…” –F.F. Bruce 

A. VERSES 1-6 (OF CHAPTER 8) REVEAL THAT SUCH EVENTS ARE THE RESULT OF HEAVENLY WORSHIP.  

(see PART 1 notes) 

B.  VERSES 7-12 (OF CHAPTER 8) REVEAL TRUMPETS 1-4, VERSE 13 A MESSAGE OF GREAT WOE TO 

THOSE UNDER SUCH TRUMPET JUDGMENTS. 

1.  FIRST, SECOND and THIRD TRUMPET (7-11) 

-This represents the result of the Romans’ “scorched earth” strategy in warfare:  the destruction by fire 

(and other methods including catapulting boulders and bloody corpses) of all natural resources (timber, 

vegetation, water, etc.) and shelter as they advanced into enemy territory.  The reason for such 

methods is both despise and denial:  despise for the enemies’ resources, denial of their usage as a 

means of continued sustenance for civilians or support for troops in battle.  The Romans were notorious 

for their use of this strategy.  Though the practice is still common today, such strategy is actually banned 

by the Geneva Conventions’ protocols for war: 

It is prohibited to attack, destroy, remove, or render useless objects indispensable to the survival of the 

civilian population, such as foodstuffs, agricultural areas for the production of foodstuffs, crops, 

livestock, drinking water installations and supplies, and irrigation works, for the specific purpose of 

denying them for their sustenance value to the civilian population or to the adverse Party, whatever the 

motive, whether in order to starve out civilians, to cause them to move away, or for any other motive.
[1] 

"To distress the enemy more by famine than by the sword is the mark of consummate skill." 

-Roman Military Maxim 

“When the enemy holed up in a city or fort, the army would surround the city and begin constructing the 

various parts of their siege arsenal. They built and used catapults to hurl rocks, spears, and other things 

at the enemy from safe distances. Spears were launched from the catapults to take out the defenders on 

the wall. The heavier pieces often shot boulders, damaging walls, destroying buildings, and causing 

chaos. Other projectiles included rotting carcasses, which could start plagues, especially if they hit the 

water supply, and skulls, to demoralize the enemy. After a while the city's (or fort's) food supply would 

run out, the defenders would die, and the Romans would have an easy victory.”  –Roman Military.Net 



“Literally, the vegetation of Judea, and especially Jerusalem would be destroyed in the Roman scorched-

earth methods of warfare.”  --David Chilton 

-Each trumpet repeats this event using different metaphors and symbolic pictures as a means to placing 

emphasis upon the bitterness of suffering Jerusalem and the Jews were going to face as those now 

cursed by God and under His divine judgment. 

“Allowing Scripture to interpret Scripture, we see that the pictures presented by the first (four) plagues 

are one and the same.  Jerusalem, appearing under the pseudonym of ‘Babylon’, is destined for 

judgment.  The great mountain will be cast down; the great star will fall, the lights will go out for the 

unfaithful nation which broke the covenant with God.”  --J.E. Leonard 

Trumpet #1: (7) “hail and fire, mixed w/blood” = catapults bombarding the city of Jerusalem with giant, 

pitch covered, burning boulders and corpses, the destruction of the land surrounding the city (and its 

dead bodies) by fire; “a third of the earth (lit. land) …the trees…all the green grass (i.e. in the third of the 

land) was burned up” =This is referring to “the land of the Jews” which consisted of three territories:  

Galilee, Samaria and Judea.  Jerusalem resided in the third (Judea).  This is the portion which Titus did 

not spare in exercising his scorched earth policy. 

“…nor did the Romans, out of the anger they bore at this attempt, leave off either by night or by day, 

burning places in the plain…All over (the land) was filled with fire and blood…” – Josephus (Wars 3.4.1) 

“And now the Romans, although they were greatly distressed in getting together their materials…cut 

down all the trees that were in the country adjoined to the city.  And truly the very view itself of the 

country was a melancholy thing; for those places which were before adorned with trees and pleasant 

gardens were now become a desolate country every way, and its trees all cut down: nor could any 

foreigner that had formerly seen Judea and the most beautiful suburbs of the city, and now saw it as a 

desert, but lament and mourn sadly at so great a change: for the war had laid all signs of beauty quite 

waste, and no one who had known it in the past and came upon it suddenly would have recognized the 

place, for though he was already there, he would still have been looking for the city.”  --Josephus (Wars 

6.1.1) 

“By the 8
th

 of the month of Loos (August), Titus was getting nowhere by battering the wall of the inner 

temple with the ram, nor by undermining the foundations of the gates because of their large size and the 

fact that the stones were so strongly cemented together.  Nor could the Romans get up into the porches 

with ladders, for the Jews drove them back from above.  Due to the reverence of the place, Titus had not 

burnt it (like the other strategic points in the city), but now necessity compelled him to do so.  He ordered 

the gates of inner temple to be set on fire and the fire caught onto the adjoining porches, until 

everything was aflame.  The Jews watched and wondered at it, but did not try to stop and quench the 

fire, in sheer amazement.  Hence, the porches burned all that day and the following night. “  --Josephus 

(Wars 6.4.1-8) 

 



Trumpet #2: (8-9) “something like a great mountain burning w/fire” = Jerusalem (and the Temple 

Mount) which would (again) be set ablaze and destroyed (Jer 51:25 w/11:8, 17:4-6, 18; Mat 21:18-21; 

Rev 18:20-21), re: the Temple Mount = According to Dr. William Telford (Dept. Bib. Studies, Sheffield 

Univ.) “mountain” was a standard expression among the Jewish people for the Temple Mount; “was 

thrown into the sea” = “Sea” is a metaphor for the Roman armies who will 

engulf/swallow/drown/overtake Jerusalem and its inhabitants (Jer 51:42-conisder the context:  “sea” 

here represents the Medo-Persian armies who would completely destroy and replace the Babylonians as 

a world super-power—see Dan 2:39, 5:25-31, 8:1-4, 15-20 );  “…became blood…A third of the living 

creatures died…ships destroyed” = The third again refers to Judea (or more specifically Jerusalem) which 

means the “creatures” and “ships” are (like the word “sea”) metaphorical and in reference to the 

inhabitants of Jerusalem.  The point being expressed is that of total destruction:  all within the city 

would be destroyed in the bloody “sea” of the surrounding Roman army as they continued to siege and 

press forward through her walls. 

Trumpet #3: (10-11) “great star fell from heaven blazing like a torch…The name of the star is 

Wormwood” = This again represents the city of Jerusalem who has fallen from her high and exalted 

place before God and will (instead) become the site of bitter suffering as she is bombarded, ran-sacked 

and  set ablaze by the Romans (an allusion to Isa 14:12; Rev 14:8, 18:2, 10, Wormwood = a bitter-tasting 

plant used in Scrip. to communicate bitter suffering and/or God’s judgment -Jer 8:14, 9:15-16, 23:14-15, 

39; Exo 15:23-26, 32:20, Num 5:24; Joh 19:28-30—incredible symbolism NOT to be missed! ); “it fell on a 

third of the rivers and on the springs of water...a third of the waters became wormwood and many 

people died from the water because it had been made bitter” = Again the portion of the land of the Jews 

where the awful siege of the Romans is taking place is identified—the “third” portion—or Judea.  The 

water sources listed simply set the stage for what is about to take place—which is once more ---total 

destruction:  the people and the city (like the false prophets in Jeremiah) will “drink in” the judgment of 

God in the bitter suffering of death.  In the parallel text to this—the third bowl-- the “wormwood” which 

the water contains, is identified as blood further reinforcing the fact that the main message/emphasis is 

not polluted water supplies—but the “drinking in” of God’s judgment  in bitter suffering of death (Rev 

16:4-7). 

Trumpet #4: ((12)) = Once more “a third” is used to designate the place/people who are under divine 

judgment and facing certain destruction:  the Jews in the land of Judea—and especially in the city of 

Jerusalem!  The mention of “sun…moon…and the stars” are (because of their association with the 

“third”) are representative of the Jews—most likely her religious leaders—assassinated by the Zealots—

and therefore no longer able to restrain the anarchy of the people nor pursue terms of surrender/peace 

with the Romans.  All such “light” (or wisdom) had been removed from the Jews so that God’s 

“darkness” (or judgment) could fall upon them for their crimes of apostasy and rejecting His Son.  Such 

darkness was foreshadowed in the death of Christ and (like the previous symbols) a sign of God’s divine 

judgment (Jos 24:7; 2Sa 22:1-16; Psa 97:2; Amo 5:20; Zep 1:15; Isa 13:9-11, 19, 24:19-23, 34:4-5; Eze 

32:7-8, 11-12; Joe 2:10, 28-32; Act 2:16-21; Mat 27:45---consider where the darkness was and how long; 

consider also Gen 15:1-18—cov. or atonement in prep. to make cov.?---Remember atonement before 

cov.! –Exo 12 before 19). 



“(The Zealots) sought for the high priests, and generally went with the greatest zeal against them; and as 

soon as they caught them they slew them…(casting) away their dead bodies without burial.  I should not 

mistake if I said that the death of (the high priest) Anunas was the beginning of the destruction of the 

city, and that from this very day may be dated the overthrow of her wall, and the ruin of her affairs, 

whereon they saw the high priest, and the procurer of the preservation, slain in the midst of their city…I 

cannot but think that it was because God had doomed this city to destruction, as a polluted city, and was 

resolved to purge his sanctuary by fire, that he cut off these great defenders and well-wishers.”  --

Josephus (Wars 4.5.2) 

“After Titus had taken the city and had filled every available place with dead bodies, the neighboring 

countries wanted to crown him.  However, he replied that he was unworthy of the honor, for it was not 

he who was the author of the work, but that he had given his hands to God, who had shown his anger 

against the Jews.”  --Philostratus (Appolonius 6.6.29, 2:111) 

Woeful message: (13) “an eagle crying with a loud voice as it flew directly overhead” = In the OT, the 

eagle is often used to represent the power of the foreign nation who is coming (or has come) in 

judgment against Israel (ex. Deu 28:47-50; Hos 8:1; Hab 1:8; Eze 17:1-21).  It also was the symbol of the 

Roman military (a golden eagle).  Combining these two truths communicates one very important central 

truth:  The armies of Rome are the divinely appointed armies of God (Mat 22:1-7)—even though they 

are pagan and demonic (Rev 9:1-5; see also Isa 10:5-15).  This is reinforced by the fact that the bird 

speaks forth the remaining heavenly judgments—the remaining trumpet blasts;  “Woe, Woe to those 

who dwell on the earth” = The word for “earth” here (as before) literally means “land”—as in the land of 

the Jews—or more specifically the “third” portion—Judea and Jerusalem; “the blasts of the other 

trumpets…” = This is the reason for the ensuing woes.  What to be revealed in them is the demonic 

element in all that is coming upon the Jews—something that makes what is taking place even worse—

especially when one understands where these demonic forces end up—which is in the Temple(Consider 

chapter 11 and the final trumpet blast-Rev 11:15; consider also Mat 12:43-45).    

 

 

 

 

 


